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Overview  
 
Needless to say, this semester did not go quite according to plan. Making a game would 
have been amazing but I was offered a unique opportunity to explore the subject further 
and create a digital artefact (DA). My DA for BCM300 was to explore, ‘how colonialism has 
shaped tabletop game design’ focusing on three tabletop board games (TBG). To ensure I 
produced a cohesive DA, I created a contextual framework which will be analysed later. I 
focused on achieving four aims: 
 

1. Evaluate the use of cultural memory in TBG as educational tools (cultural memory); 
2. Evaluate the TBG game play through understanding the games play; 
3. Develop knowledge in historically influenced TBG’s; and 
4. Have my DA serve purpose to myself and its intended social utility.  

 
These aims were then broken down into several objectives:  
 

1. Complete a coherent DA that is publicly available; 
2. Identify and evaluate three TBG and relate them to the intended contextual 

framework and game design; 
3. Evaluate the effectiveness of the game’s relation to cultural memory; 
4. Learn and develop skills as I receive feedback through the platform of reddit; 
5.  Iterate based on feedback; and 
6. Complete final dossier/report appraising overall DA development. 

 
In order to progress effectively, a project timeline was determined to maintain time 
management skills throughout. Although the timelines worked as a guide, they still helped 
me maintain a healthy schedule.  
 
The timeline allowed me to: 
 

• Produce blog posts on time; 
• Post to receive feedback; 
• Iterate based on feedback 
• Repeat  
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By approaching three colonialist influenced games I would be able to engage and define a 
social utility.  
 
This social utility includes: 

• Gamers, who are interested in the genres explored; 
• Gamers who are intrigued to learn more about the history of games; 
• The public who are interested in the topic of Colonialism and the contextual 

framework; 
• Those who have an interest in history; 
• TBG partakers; and 
• Any individual who is eager to learn more. 

There was a clear following on forums such as reddit which allowed me to receive primary 
feedback to iterate on, which is explored later.  
 
This dossier explores the journey I took from the conception of the DA topic, defining the 
games to be researched, how these games were researched and most importantly the 
future progression of my DA. 
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Digital Artefact 
 
For my digital artefact for BCM300, I created two blog posts and one audio reading of three 
TBG’s. My DA was conceived due to my intrigue in history and recent interest in the gaming 
experience.  
 

Pitch - The British Guile (TBG) – How colonialism and war has shaped Tabletop Board Game 
(TBG) design  

Settles of Catan (blog post 1) - Settlers of Colonialism? I mean Catan. 

Struggle of Empires (blog post 2) – Struggle of understanding history…I mean empires.  
 
Archipelago (blog post 3) (Audio post) – Romantic getaway to an Archipelago, except it’s a 
board game. 
 
 
These games were picked via boardgamegeek (BGG), through the determination of themes 
and mechanics in colonialist board games. They were also shaped through the availability in 
academic materials and lecture content as highlighted in background research. 
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Contextual Framework 
 
My contextual framework served as a guide in approaching my DA. It aided in constructing 
my blogs as I was able to highlight the aspects explored in the board games and furthermore 
create a comparative analysis of them. 
 

 
• Cultural Memory: Cultural memory concerns itself not with how the past occurred, but 

rather with how the past is recorded within culture” (Begy, 2017). 
 
• Colonialism: According to the Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy colonialism is 

defined as “a practice of domination, which involves the subjugation of one people to 
another” (2006). 

 
• Transmedia Storytelling: “Transmedia Storytelling represents a process where integral 

elements of a fiction get dispersed systematically across multiple delivery channels for 
the purpose of creating a unified and coordinated entertainment experience” (Jenkins, 
2007). 

 
Each of these remained relevant to my topic and furthermore encapsulated the design of 
the games. This framework also allowed me to explore; 

• The history of the game itself; 
• What era of history the games are based on; and 
• The implication these factors have on the game’s design. 
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Background Research 
 
Background research was conducted on each games’ characteristics. The research consisted 
of evaluating the TBGs and how their game play is influenced by colonialism. These findings 
were utilised through the individual posts as each game varied in sources used, ranging from 
academic articles, online forums and lecture materials.  
 
When conducting research for my DA, it was vital to undertake background research into 
the history of the game and game play. This was primarily done through watching YouTube 
videos of the play and reading forums explaining the rules to ensure my knowledge of the 
game and topic was thorough prior to compiling the blog posts. 
 
Below are the sources whose elements proved most useful to my DAs overall development. 
 
Catan 
 
Academic Articles: 
 

• How colonialism is explored in Catan  
• Review of Settles of Catan: Settlers of Catan – Lorenza Veracini 

 
Lecture Content: 
 

• Playing with the History of Middle Earth: Board Games, Transmedia Storytelling, and 
The Lord of the Rings (utilised for all posts) 

• Week 5: game theme and setting (utilised for all posts) 
• Week 7: The partnership of game mechanic and narratives (utilised for all posts) 

 
Key points: 

o Games, as a form of media and communication, are effective ways 
of transmitting ideas, stories, philosophies and ideologies. 

o When we play games, we understand what happened as a narrative, often as 
simple as an anecdote – sometimes a more detailed story (in regard to cultural 
memory). 

• GameTek Classic Podcast 163: Theme, Mechanics, Experience (utilised for all posts) 
• Board games and the utilisation of cultural memory – Jason Begy (utilised for all 

posts)  
• Defining Game Mechanics by Miguel Sicart” (utilised for all posts) 

 
 
Forums/Industry:  
 
These proved to understand the players opinions of the games overall play. 
 

• Resource management game discussion  
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• Reddit thread: ‘can’t help but think the inventor of catan was a little racist’  
 
Game Play Examples: 
 

 
 
Struggle of Empires  
 
Academic Articles: 
 

• Representations of Colonialism in Three Popular, Modern Board Games: Puerto Rico, 
Struggle of Empires, and Archipelago  

• Philosophy of Colonialism  
 
Lecture Content: 
 
See Catan 
 
Game Experience Design: Designers  
• Although this was not highlighted in the blog it was useful to understand the complex 

board game as seen in the game play 
 
Forums/Industry: 
 

• Cultural memory: the link between past, present, and future 
• Boardgamegeek: Struggle of Empires 
• Kickstarter: Martin Wallace’s Struggle of Empires Deluxe Edition 
• Game play 
• Copy of the Rules (used for images embedded in blog) 
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Archipelago  
 
Academic Articles: 
 

• Transmedia Storytelling 101 Henry Jenkins  
• Representations of Colonialism in Three Popular, Modern Board Games: Puerto Rico, 

Struggle of Empires, and Archipelago  
• Computer Games and New Media Cultures: A Handbook of Digital Games Studies 

(Jessica Lagner sources) 
• Game Design Workshop: A Playcentric Approach to Creating Innovative Games – 

Tracey Fullerton 
• Transmedia Practice: Theorising the Practice of Expressing a Fictional World across 

Distinct Media and Environments -  Christy Dena 
• Emerging Participatory Culture Practices: Player-Created Tiers in Alternate Reality 

Games – Christy Dena  
 
Lecture Content: 
 
See Catan 
 
Forums/Industry:  
 

• Boardgamegeek Archipelago 
• Board Gaming: Archipelago  
• Reddit thread: In search of Archipelago: how hyperbole and time killed a game 
• Should Board Gamers Play the Roles of Racists, Slavers and Nazis? – Kevin Draper 
• Video games, transmedia, and cultural memory 

 

Mechanics  
 
The game mechanics proved to be vital to understand the three games relationship to my 
contextual framework. 
• Game mechanics are prevalent to connect players’ actions with the purpose of the game 

and its main challenges; 
• They define the game play and player experiences; and 
• Provide a tool to discover, describe, and connect game mechanics in any given game 

(Catan, Struggle of Empires, Archipelago). 
 
Game mechanics make the three strategy games more enjoyable and ultimately complex. 
Some mechanics seen in the games are: 
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The cross references of mechanics are there to highlight the similarities in the games due to 
the colonialist influences. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Themes  
 
It was important to explore the themes in the games to understand their relevance in the 
framework. 

• Themes encapsulate three things that are essential to a truly great game: story, 
artwork, and overall game design; 

• The themes of the game shaped my contextual framework due to the combined 
theme of colonialism; 

• This theme of colonialism directly relates to cultural memory, which allows us to 
remember the past the way we do due to learning about the concept through game 
play. 

 

Three Act Structure  
 
The three-act structure is a model used in narrative fiction that divides a story 
into three parts/acts. 

 Catan Struggle of Empires Archipelago 
Dice Rolling     
Income    
Network and Route Building    
Trading     
Race    
Hexagon Grid    
Area Majority/Influence    
Area Movement     
Auction /Bidding    
Semi-Cooperative Game    

Niall Smyth @poshniallo (posted March 17,  2019 (edited)) 
(boardgamegeek) 
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1. The Setup 
2. The Confrontation  
3. The Resolution 

 
Below are the games ‘three-act structure’ I determined to help with the progression of my 
DA. 
 
Through the diagram of the three-act structure of the games I was able to determine where 
the colonialist aspects occur within the game. I was then able to determine a ‘three-act 
structure’ of my DA blogs in itself. 
 

• The Setup 
o Highlight the setting, game play, characters, brief overview. 

 
• The Confrontation 

o Explore how the themes of colonialism are explored through the setting, 
mechanics and themes.  

o How colonialism is represented through the characters and board. 
 

• The Resolution 
o Relate findings of colonialism in the game play to cultural memory and 

transmedia storytelling. 
 
 
Rules: 
 
Catan 
Struggle of Empires 
Archipelago 
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Catan 
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Struggle of Empires 
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Archipelago 
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Feedback 
 
After the blogs were completed the next stage was testing, or feedback, as you will. The DA 
was tested by posting to the relevant subreddits to obtain feedback from my intended social 
utility. This  feedback/testing was then utilised to iterate my DA and its trajectory.  
 
Primarily, my feedback came from reddit, with each comment proving relevant and 
beneficial for my DAs progressions.  
 
Catan 

 
 

 
The feedback responded to both my ideas explored in the blog post, as well as others 
discussing their opinions of the game itself and colonialism. 
 
I posted my Catan blog post to the BCM300 google document to receive further feedback.  
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Changes made from feedback: 
• Included more description of game and/or rules; 
• Described the role of the character you take on in the games; and 
• Potential for future blog posts on games highlighted if time permits.  
 
 
Struggle of Empires   
 
This feedback challenged my understanding of the game and it’s setting. The feedback 
enabled some of my most influential iterations.  
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Changes made from feedback: 
• Focus more on the time frame of the game; 
• Conducted more thorough background research of the games setting; 
• Looked at the relationship of the mechanics comparatively to the time era of the 

game; and 
• How the game relates more to transmedia storytelling. 

 
Feedback received from my beta encouraged me to create an audio aspect of my blog 
series. This was achieved through creating a SoundCloud audio file embedded within a short 
blog post. Evidentially this presentation style was highly popular when posted to reddit as it 
was most thoroughly engaged with. 
 
Archipelago  
 
Sadly, this post was removed due to my ineligibility to post external links to the subreddit 
r/boardgames.  
 
Below are the responses that highlight the purpose of my DA and most importantly show 
engagement with my target audience.  
 
To read the full thread:  
https://www.reddit.com/r/boardgames/comments/gzmary/how_do_you_think_colonialism_is_explored_in_the/ 
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Changes I wish to make from feedback for future progression: 

• Explore the game Pax Pimar (mentioned above) where you play the role of the 
native whose land is being colonised by white power; and 

• Continue with more SoundCloud recording and video essays 
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Moving Forward 
 
Moving forward I intend to: 

• Continue to create audio blogs or video essays; 
• Exploring differing games as mentioned above (Pax Pimar, Cooper Island); 
• Create more of a following on online forums and expand my social utility; and 
• Create a podcast with individuals who are; interested in history, play the games 

mentioned, play the games already research or potentially reach out to individuals 
on relevant subreddits. 

 


